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THE MISSION
The mission is to eliminate the use of lower frequency
technology and/or to eliminate the lower agenda usage
of technology & instead hold all technology companies &
innovators to a code of ethics for the development of any
and all technology.

THE VISION
The vision is to create a world in which technology is used as a
means to assist, support, heal & bring joy to humanity. All
technology that is used as a means of controlling, spying,
manipulating, or taking energy from Humanity and the Planet
will no longer be tolerated. This will transition us into organic,
higher frequency 5D technology that does not pose a threat to
the evolution of Planet Earth.

GOALS & OBJECTIVES
01

Eliminate lower usages of
technology

02

Eliminate AI technology that
poses a threat to the evolution &
wellbeing of Humanity & the
Planet.

03

Introduce 5D technology to heal
Humanity & Planet Earth.

04

Replace AI technology with 5D
crystal technology that allows for
innovation, evolution, & expansion
of human consciousness.

FOCUSES
Free Energy
5D Healing Technology
Crystal Technology for Manifestation
Sustainable Energy
Innovative Technology
Eliminating AI & replacing with Divine
Intelligence

Eliminating negative effects of
technology
Eliminating technology which is used for
destruction rather than creation
Eliminating technology used to spy,
control or manipulate consciousness
Eliminate technology which does not
contribute to the wellbeing of Humanity
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TECHNOLOGY INTEGRITY
Any technology that creates lower
frequencies, does not serve the
wellbeing of Humanity or Planet Earth,
is used to spy/control/manipulate
consciousness, or contributes to
destruction rather than Creation, will be
eliminated, dissolved & removed from
the planet.
ALL technology will be evaluated by the
5D Technology Council of the
Transitionary Government & determined
to be:
-Safe for Humanity
-Unsafe for Humanity
-Unsafe but allowed for
modification/evolution to be used for a
higher purpose
Any technology that is found to be
unsafe for Humanity will be immediately
recalled, halted, & banned from
production/distribution. Any technology
that is found to be unsafe but allowed
modification, will have 9 months to
evolutionize & change the technology to
meet safe standards and be
reintroduced to the market.
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TECHNOLOGY INTEGRITY
All technology must have one of the
following intents/purposes:
-to heal humanity
-to assist humanity in evolution
-to bring joy to humanity
-to bring healing to planet earth
-to expand consciousness
-to assist in innovation, creation or
production of a higher consciousness
product
Any technology that does not meet the s
standards of integrity, does not have a
higher purpose or intent, will not be
allowed to be used, produced or
distributed to Humanity.
As we evolutionize as a species, the
integrity of those producing technology
is of extreme importance, as technology
has been used for destructive purposes
for thousands of years & has brought
pain and suffering to Humanity.
To become a 5D species, we must seek
to improve, expand, heal & grow using
technology in order be a vibrational
match to true 5D tech.
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FREE ENERGY
The control, hoarding & prevention of
free energy will no longer be allowed on
Planet Earth.
Any corporation, city/county/state, or
entity that seeks to charge money for
the use of energy will be shut down and
dissolved. All humans on Planet Earth
are to have free access to electricity,
water, and natural heat/cooling
solutions.
All city/counties/states are required to
provide:
-free water accessibility + implement
technology to clean & purify water.
-free electricity using Plasma
Technology, solar panels, wind mills,
water power, etc.,
-technology & solutions for
heating/cooling for all homes,
businesses, & government buildings.
All countries are responsible for ensuring
that each citizen is provided with free
resources to live, prosper & care for
themselves and their communities.
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HEALING TECHNOLOGY
All 5D healing technology, including but
not limited to:
-Plasma products
-Med Beds or similar
-organic healing technology such as
crystal beds, oxygen therapy, light &
sound healing chambers, etc., will be
FREE to all of humanity.
-NO healing technology may held back
from Humanity, & all costs associated
with building and producing the
technology will come from the
Technology Fund for Planet Earth.
-Individual sellers of the technology may
charge a small & reasonable price for the
technology that makes it accessible to
all beings (all pricing of technology will
be subject to the Product Integrity
Council).
All healing centers on the planet will be
required to have all healing technology
available for public use & all funds will
be provided by the Global Technology
Fund.
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SPIRITUAL CONNECTION
Spiritual connection & consciousness is
the key to all 5D technology. This higher
technology cannot be accessed or used
if the intent of the being is not pure, and
if the consciousness is not a match to
the technology.
In order for 5D technology to be able to
be used for all of humanity, we as a
collective must raise our frequency to be
able to receive the technology.
Our physical vessels are quantum
computers, & we are as powerful as
Medbeds. Once we can harness our
Spiritual Connection to Source, we begin
our self-healing process. This then allows
the pathway for more advanced Plasma
Technology to unfold and be shared
with humanity.
All beings who are working with,
developing, & using any kind of 5D
technology should focus on their
frequency, vibration, & clearness of
vessel.
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SOUND/LIGHT HEALING
Sound & light are powerful tools of
healing that can be used in conjunction
with 5D technology.
Plasma recognizes and amplifies
vibrations, so by using plasma
technology with high frequency sound
such as 432, 639, and 963hz can create
powerful healing vibrations that help
the cells release programming and
density.
Light healing is also a powerful tool that
can be harnessed with 5D technology.
Colors such as rainbow, gold, emerald
green, & violet create very powerful
healing energies within the cells. The
colors of the chakras can also be utilized
to help cleanse certain parts of the
vessel.
Sunlight & the codes and activations
that come through the Sun and also the
Moon, create vortexes of upgrades that
can be integrated with healing
technologies. Source has created these
organic healing energies to help
humanity evolve and integrate higher
frequencies.

